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London, 8th October 1949.

Two groups of the members of the 
Ukrainian Insurgent Army (U.R.A. ) again 
arrived in Bev, ria. During the night 
of 19-00th July one group crossed the 
border , nd a few days 1: ter the other 
followed. y/hilst crossing Poland and 
Czechoslovakia they were involved in 
battles with the Police. The first 
group suffered some losses. In a battle 
with czecho-Bolshevik units Private 
gtrila was killed. We are having a 
talk with the Commandant of this group. 
Dr. skoworode and his soldiers. Their 
stories confirm the information of the 
condition in the Ukraine, in Pol: nd 
and Czechoslovakia, which we published 
previously. We changed the subject of 
conversation.

l. uMJKk THE U.P.A. .iND THE ORGANISATION OP UKRAINIAN NATIONALISTS
(O.U.N) IS .nCTIVE — :T PRESENT?
It is rather difxicult to point out ex. ctly where the territory 

of -che activity of the U.P.A. -nd O.U.N. is - we can only describe 
it, bee-use the methods of their activity vary according to the 
circumstances in which they have to act. Speaking of the 
activities of the U.P.A. and the O.U.N., the whole system of social 
end political conditions in the U. S. S.R. should b e borne in mind.
You would think it unbelievable if I told you that U.P.A. and O.U.N. 
are active, for instance, in Moscow or Kazakstan, yet only recently 
the leaflets of the U.P.A. and O.U.N. had been distributed in Moscow* 
which proves that there must have been somebody to do the job. And 
from K-.zakstan last winter v;e received by Soviet Post leaflets issued 
by the members of the O.U.N. and U.P._S. - Ukrainians once sent there 
-y the soviet Regime. Our friends,-nd natives of the land, Kazaks, 
have strong anti-bolshevic feelings on political and religious 
grounds. This shows plainly that U.P.A. and O.U.N. are active 
everywhere in the soviet Union and everywhere their activity is met 
with support from the local population.

Prom th. t point of view it would be hardly true to say that the 
octivity of the U.P.A. is limited to the territory where there 
exists active underground movement and armed resistance. The 
underground movement, by its mere existance, is great comfort to all 
the nations of the u.S.S.R. in their passive resistance. I may 
assure you that activity of the U.P.A. and O.U.N. is known every
where in the U.S.S.R., and the members of this movement are residing 
in every town and district of the Ukraine. There they have certain 
duties to perform and they carry them out. In this m nner the 
passive resistance of the population and the actual activity of 
members ox the underground resistance movement go side by side; very 
often they act with mutual understanding.

In this scheme a very important role is played by well 
organised connection between members of the movement throughout the
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country» How well it is set up could be seen from the fact that 
the priv. tc propagandive litv-r< ture issued from time to time by the 
Centre of Prop, gunaa of the U.P.A. and O.U.N. is distributed every
where in the U. S. S. R. , Mnd so far not one member distributing it was 
captured by the enemy. The Bolsheviks set up special detachments 
of iki r  police to deal with this matter but so far they did not 
achieve m y  success, тЬс propa gamive literature is printed in 
Ukrainien m u  liussi.r .languages, very often illustrated with cartoons 
and is welcomed by the population.

2. COULD YOU TOLL US ANYTHING MORE ABOUT SO GALLED ARMED 
POLITICAL UNDERGROUND MOVEMENT?
In the history of the U. P.A. we can. distinguish clearly two 

periods. In the xirst period which lasted until the well-known 
blockade in 1945/46, there existed so called "U.P.A. Republics", i.e. 
territories absolutely occupied by the U.P.A. .vest of the Iron 
Curtain such ''Republics-1 were in existance until the middle of 1947. 
Under such circumstances, it was possible for larger groups of the 
U.P.A. to use even heavy arms in their operations. In the second 
period the H, E. °f the U.P.A. divided large groups of the Army into 
smaller uctachments sending them to various parts of the country, 
usually whore it was possible for them to ha/ve their stores of 
food,- afmranition, hospitals, etc. Their task was principally 
political propagandive work among the population and they were to be 
in continuous r. ids. such reorganisation of the U.P.A. was well 
prepared before the Blockade of 1945 and, therefore, the Blockade 
did not bfing for the Bolsheviks the results they hoped for. After 
the large groups- of the U.P.A. split into small detachments, the 
Bolsheviks' offensive hit into a vacuum.« • ■ - ! _ і • • • •

It is the main task of the members of the U.P.A. to act in 
small groups, yet to embrace with their activity the largest possible 
territory. Such groups, though small in number, being in continuous 
raids, re able to do great work among the population : nd are 
unsupressible for the soviet Police, even if they keep all 
garrisons of police porce especially for the liquidation of the 
detachments of the U.P.A. The chief objects of such detachments 
are- propagandive activité among the population, li quidation of 
strong-points of enemys* activities, freeing political prisoners 
and forcibly deported persons, sabotage (for instmee, breaking up 
of State pood stores m d  distributing the food to starving ,
population). There are also special detachments of so-called 
"Avengers". They specialise in І і pii dating the most hateful 
représentetives of the soviet Regime and their Collaborators. Among 
those executed by the "Avengers" was the Comriv Cidarit of a Soviet 
Blockade Unit - G°n. Col. Moskalenko, with all his staff of officers 
in Tiaziw, near stanislawiw (western Ukraine). The Commandant of 
the "Avengers" was, for some time, a former Officer 'of the Soviet 
Army - Lieutenant Taran, and his subordinates consisting mainly 
of former soldiers of the soviet Forces. They Were the best for 
the job, an they knew the- language а-nd had thorough knowledge of 
conditions within the enemy's camp. a  Prominent place among the 
"Avengers" is occupied by women. Onli ’recently in one of the - 
Ukrainian Towns a girl from Dnipropetrowsk b ' the name of Tamara 
liquidated loaders of local Police, pretending to be friendly with 
them previously, end appeared with thc-m in restaurants, night-clubs, 
etc. Unfortunately, she was killed, whilst executing her order. 
Organisation of UKrainim Nationalist is the soul of the U.P.A. as it 
was this organisation that started the armed resistance of the 
Ukrainian People, Tnc U.P.A. is based on the ideology of the O.U.N. 
and the leading members of the O.U.N» occupy chief positions in the 
structure of the U.P.A. For instance, the Commander-in-Chief of the 
U.P.A. ? General Taras Cbuprynka, is Q-cputy president -of the Executive 
of the O.U.N.



3 HOws uND FROM WHERE IS THE STRUGGLE OR THE U.P.A. DIRECTED?
Headquarters of 1. rger and smaller detachments of the U. P. A. ,

-s well as central stores, hospit. Is, etc. arc placed in underground 
hiacouts. whore they are situatod and how they arc built is a top 
Secret, of their existence .end position onl;* their inhabitants know.
In such hideouts -11 the work of the U.P.A. is prepared, from there 
orders are issued, there is printed propagandivc literature, there 
medic-1 operations are performed. Those hideouts are built 
variously, according to the particular needs and circumstances, but 
all of them must possess three things. They must be safe, hygienic, 
and convenient for intended purpose. There are different and various 
methods of construction, and, for instance, when Bolsheviks 
instructed special branches of "Hide-out Finders", they accounted for 
at least 76 various kinds of them, just as much a-s they so far 
in.cJie.gcd to discover. Bolsheviks very often described such hide-outs 
in their press, ior instance, a Polish newspaper described a 
captured underground hospital of the U.P.A. which has all the 
conveniences of a modern army hospital, I shall describe one such 
hide-out (already known to the enemy) so that you can imagine what 
they look like. This particular hide-out was dug out in a hill 
near a river. The entrance to it from the riverside was very small, 
difficult to notice, but inside it consisted of six rooms, each 
approximately 4 ft. x 8 ft. -nd 3 ft. high. The rooms were 
connected with corriuors. The walls were built with boards end
covered with white p-.per. The hide-out was provided with full
sanitation and ventilation, and it was lit by carbon lighting.
Some hide-outs are lit by candles, some hrve day-light and some even 
h-vo electric light, cooking in this p. rticular hide-out wasjdonc 
usually by night.lt too., three months to build this hide-out. It was 
not the beat one, just everage, as there existed many really 
most comfortably arranged hide-outs and many a time they aroused 
beyilderment among cncnt if they happened to capture them. The 
best ones were in Chreshata and hospital in Trucheniw neer 
Stryj (Westarn uxr, ihe). This hospital was managed by a Dr. Kum, 
a Jew by birth and gallant soldier of the UP.-,

4. GOULD YOU TELL US HOD DID YOU SPEND THE LAST MONTHS OF YOUR 
RESIDENCE IN THE UKRAINE?

The winter of 1948/49 I spent in a hide-out. We had rather 
a quiet time, -s our hide-out was situated in a place least 
mastered by the Bolsheviks. In the Spring the Bolsheviks began on 
a large scale to deport Ukrainian population to Siberia and Kazakstan 
mainly from the districts of yolynia (western Ukraine). It was the 
second largest deportation since 1947. The population, obeying 
orders of the U.P.--„ and 0. U. N. defied the Bolshc viks' attempts 
and avoided deportation as much as possible.

At the same time the Bolsheviks started similar antion in 
Poland, directed agaist antibolshevik polish population, against 
Ukrainians residing in Poland and against deserters of the Soviet 
Army, of whom, it is believed, there arc at least 30.000 in Pol. nd.
In what connection I was ordered to gather me mbers of the U.P.A. 
re-sing in Poland, in various polish towns and bring them to Bavaria.
I managed to fulfill the task, although it. wasn’t a very easy thing 
to do. ,-jb f'bu know, we lost one man in Qzecoslovakia.

5. HOW DOES THE SOLDIER OF THE U.P.A. SPEND A DAY IN THE HIDE-OUT?
There should be destinguished two periods. Winter period - 

the time of preparation for the summer activity and education, and 
Summer period - the time of actual activity. During the Winter the 
Ukrainian insurgents remain in the hide-outs, and only very few 
of them arc outside on special duties- Those- remaining in the



hid^-outs spend theic. time on learning. The undergo thorough 
political training,, so that the y c ould do good propagandive work. 
The y arc also informed of up-to-date international political 
situation; apart from that thc-y.i are trained in military sense and 
special attention is drown to the facts of partisan warfare, its 
offe nsivc and deffc nsivc ^methods of action. Any spare time is 
ope nt on general education, book-reading e tc. The librarie s of 
the units of the U.P. A. attached to every hide-out are well pro
vide d with books on almost every educational subject, as well 
as pre-war Ukr--.ini..n books and publications, which now become 
a rarity on the gr ound..

-I strict military routine is observed in the hide-outs. The
soldiers get up usually at 7 o'clock and carry out ordinary soldiers' 
duties as if it were in any army barracks, or camps.

In many hide-outs there are radio receivers. Prom the news 
received irom abroad by air the news bulletin are compiled and 
printer in the hide-outs for the outside distribution. Listening 
to the audition from abroad we welcomed man; a time performances 
in songs and music given by Ukrainians in Germany and Swizerland.
But we were .very disapointed whilst listening to the "Voice of America’
and the B. B. G. At first we listened to them regularly hoping to
he-.r the news, from the best possible source. But the ne ws from the 
"Voice of America" and the B. B*G. were so much pro-russian that it 
would have bee n _uite unnecessary to reproduce them. It would be 
easier for she popup, tion to listen to the official Soviet news 
• nd would have he rd almost the same. The Bolsheviks at least 
brodeaso their news in the Ukrainian language, while the 'Voice of 
.juonc " ,.na the B.... C. apparently only Russian and Polish languages 
.-»hen, for inst, nee, at the time of the anniversary of birth of the 
greatest Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko i we could he ar from 
Kiev recitations of his poems lne his songs sung by the best Soviet 
choirs, the "voice of America" told us in a few words cbout "the 
Russo-U'uruinian peasant poet;1 bo not the people of the "Voice of 
-jnerice.." understand th,.t glorification of the Russian Czar Peter 1. 
this produce ssor of Stalin and one oi the greatest tyrants in the 
world history is far from !/being a constructive propaganda of the 
ide,,s of the ye stern y/orld intended for the freedomloving peoples 
of the Lest?

«1

As Ukrainians are very fond of singing, Ukrainians songs 
could be heard very often in hideouts. New songs are ere tod, 
and the sc songs, telling the story of the struggle of Ukrainian 
people and its fighting arm - the u . P . a r c  sung everywhere in 
the U. S.3.R.

In the spring everything comes to life once again. The 
soldiers of the U.P.A. leave their hide-outs and go about, their 
duties in the outside world, putting into action their preparation 
during the winter months. The fresh .,ppe. rvnee of the me mbers of 
the U,P.A. among the population encourages it, gives to the 
suffering masses of the enslaved people new hopes for the sooner 
end of the outrugious tyrants’ yoke and final liberation.

Of course, all the population of the Ukraine and other parts 
of the U. S. S.R, wholeheurtily support the fighting men. Without this 
support it w ould be hardly possible for the U. P.A. and the 0. U.N. 
not only to exist, but even to act and devslofi^uit would be 
impossible for the Executive of the 0. U. N« "to have their Conferen
ces in the Ukraine (the last was held in June 1948), in the 
condition such as they are in the U. S. S.R. at present.

At the end I w ould like to add that the soldiers of the 
U.P..:,. e ven...now~-swear -their full, .uniforms .and, the- emble m of



The Ukrainian Independent state - the Trident on their caps, Vhe n 
they c.re in uniforms, they aDe, as a rule, fully armed. We crossed 
Poland and Czechoslovakia in our uniforms. Only for special duties 
the soldiers, of the U,P.A. wear civilian clothing or
uniforms of the soviet Army or police, such masquarade was proved 
very helpful while liquidating me rubers of the Soviet Police, 
the well know n MHB and lvrVD« Here should be pointed out that not all 
members of the MHB and Mv'D are enemies of the Ukrainian pe ople.
On many occasions tne Ukrainian Insurgents were actually helped 
in executing their tasks by the me mbers of the Police.

The soviet police is no longer the "sword of the revolution". 
Demoralisation, widely spread in the U.S,S. R., found its way even 
among the strongho]d of the Bolsheviks1 regime — their Police. This 
is one more proof of the slow but certain decay of the Soviet 
Empire.
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